www.BrokeBySunday.com
Broke By Sunday is a high energy variety band
featuring professional, experienced musicians and
entertainers, with years of experience in the
industry. The group brings a fun atmosphere and
party vibe with them, with a stellar songlist and light
show, two lead vocalists, deep grooves, awesome
harmonies, and a propulsive rhythm section.
The songs, artists, and genres heard at a BBS show know no
bounds, covering everything from modern rock to top 40,
dance music to new country, rap and hip hop to classic
rock, pop, funk, RnB, and all the music that you know and
love from the 60s to today, all guaranteed to get you up on
your feet and singing along!
Since January 2010, Broke By
Sunday has wowed audiences throughout the East Coast, and has
shared the bill with acts such as the 10,000 Maniacs, Kip Moore,
Colt Ford, and more.
For venues or events with a little bit more of an intimate atmosphere, BBS can perform as a
two or three piece acoustic act. Even better, Broke By Sunday's acoustic songlist still
includes all your favorite songs!
Broke By Sunday offers a top notch songlist, a full LED light show, a sound system
capable of handling a wide range of venues, the ability to DJ between sets, and a
professional attitude and demeanor... the full package for any and all of your
entertainment needs!
“Broke By Sunday is a great, high energy band. Very entertaining and a pleasure to work with!”
-Stan Murrell, Main Stage Chairman
Isle of Wight County Fair, VA
“Broke By Sunday was a great fit! Their song choices vary so much that they appealed to everyone! We have students
as young as 14 all the way up to 70 and everyone had a great time!”
- Cee-Jay, Student Activities Chairperson
Surry County Community College, NC
“Broke By Sunday really brought the crowd alive with their variety of songs and by connecting with the audience. If you
haven't seen them, then you need to make every effort...it will definitely be a show you will not forget.”
- Cecil Edwards Jr , Fair Committee Member
Franklin-Southampton County Fair, VA
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